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T0 all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that i, EDWIN PYNoHoN, a citi 

zen of the United States, residing at Chicago, 
in the county of Cook and State of Illinois, 
have invented a new and useful Improveu 
ment in Car-Chairs, of which the following is 
a specification. 
My invention relates to railroad car chairs 

and has for its object to provide cheap, sim 
ple and convenient reclining chairs especially 
adapted for railroad cars. 

lily invention is illustrated in the accompa 
nying drawings, wherein? 

Figure 1 is a side view of the chair in 'an 
upright position; Fig. 2 a side view of the 
same reclining. Fig. 3 isa part front and sec 
tion view of the same. Fig. 4 is a vertical 
section through the chair. Fig. 5 is a detail 
of the devices for looking the Swinging seat. 
Like parts are indicated by the same letter 

in all the ?gures. ' 
A is a permanent-ly fixed supporting pedes 

tal on which rotates the frame B, from which 
rise the side pieces C- C. 
D is a circular cavity in the frameB within 

which rests the removable Securing device E 
attached to the pedestal by the screW bolt E' 
and dowel pins E2 E2. 
F is a spring actuated rod supported in 

bearings on the frame B and provided at its 
inner end with a catch F' adapted to lock the 
rotating frame to the pedestal. Secured on 
the rotating frame is the transverse rod G 
about which passes the spring G' and on which 
are secured the dogs G2 G2 adapted to engage 
the racks G3 G3 seoured to the Swinging seat. 
To this rod is also secured the arm G4 from 
which rises the handle G5. Thus by operat 
ing the handle the dogs may be thrown out 
of contact with the racks to free the Swinging 
seat frame, and by the spring which enoircles 
the shaft or rod they are normally kept in 
contact with the racks to lock the Swinging 
seat frame into position. This Swinging seat 
frame or seat is supported upon the standards 
or side pieces C O by the links J J and J' J'. 
The links J J are upwardly lengthened and 
pivoted to the outer extremities of the arms 
L L. 'These arms are pivoted at their other 
ends to the sides of the back.` At the lower 
end of the back are the lugs T' T' pivoted to 
the bars T T. which rise from the rear of the 

seat. l is the curved foot rest, received Åinto 
the frame when out of use. M is the upper 
portion of the back 'shaped as shown and eo 
centrically pivoted upon the pin N which pro 
jects from the lower part of the back. This 
pin N is provided with a pin, collar and spring 
VO which bears against a collar or portion at 
tached to the upper part M of the back, thus 
this part is kept in close contact with the 
lower part. 
The use and operation of my invention are as 

followsz?'llhe dogs G2, G2, are normally held by 
the spring in contact with the racks but 
when the chair is to be brought into reclining 
position by pressing down upon the handle the 
lock shaft will be rotated in its bearings and 
the dogs released from the racks whereupon 
the seat will freely swing upon its hangers in 
either direction. The handle when -released 
permits the dogs to relock the seat into what 
ever position it may be found. lVhen it is 
desired to rotate the chair on its pedestal it 
should be brought into the upright position 
shown in Figl. The handle being operated 
the dogs will be free from the racks and the 
chair may be easily swung slightly to the 
rear on its hangers. The lower depending 
portion will then engage the extended end of 
the catch thus forcing the latter inwardly 
and releasing it from the Securing portion of 
the pedest-al, the chair may be turned now on 
its center, which is the center of the podes 
tal. It will be ohserved that the chair proper 
extends slightly to the rear of this pedestal, 
and hence by first turning one chair until its 
forward portion is opposite the other, the 
other or adjacent chair may then be freely 
swung and thus the chairs be capable of ro 
tating in an exceedingly narrowspace so that 
four chairs or two on each side of the aisle 
may be employed in a car of no great or the 
usual width. As the chair is inclined the 
back rapidly retreats or swings on its pivots 
and at the same moment the seat moves for 
Ward thus retaining the center of gravity and 
the chair and occupant substantially over 
the center of the pedestal. The back pivot 
ed at an elevation above the bottom of the 
seat leaves, when the chair is in a reclining 
position, a much greater space for the feet 
of the occupant of the next chair in the rear, 
while at the same time a much better support 
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is given to the back of the occupant than in 
case of a -chairin which the back and seat are 
pivoted together or approximately on the 
lower edge of the latter. The seat beingsup 
ported on the hangers is free to move in any 
direction when unlocked and requires very 
little effort for its adjustment. The chair 
will return to an upright position by simply 
releasing the lock and then sitting upright, 
the weight of the occupant causing the ad 
justment of the chair as shown in Fig. 2. The 

' rear edge of the seat engages the rear portion 
of the revolving frame which limits the ex 
tent of inclination of the chair. It Will also 
be observed that as the seat advances its for 
ward end rises as it is supported by the hang 
ers and thus a more comfortable position is 
given the occupant than if the seat remained 
parallel with its original position or the ?oor 
of the car or level. Thus the chair while pre 
senting by reason of its Serpentine Outline a 
sufficiently extended surface to the body of 
the occupant, does not take so great a space 
measured along the length of the car as might 
be expected and as frequently occurs in the 
case of reclining railroad car seats. 
The upper portion or revolving frame can 

be easily removed from the pedes-tal by tak 
ing out the securing plate E, ?rst removing 
the pin E'. When this plate is removed the 
entire upper portion of the chair can be lifted 
off. 
Were the forward end of the chair arm piv 

oted at a ?xed point the inclination of the 
back would be less rapidly changed in the 
process of adjusting the chair than when it is 
pivoted to a. moving point as shown in the 
drawings. This arrangement causes the up 
per portion of the back to retreat more rap 
idly than the lower portion advances respon 
sive to the motion of the seat. 
Having thus described my invention, what 

I claim, and desire to secure by Letters Pat 
ent, is as follows: 

l. In a railway car chair, the combination 
of a supporting frame with amovable seat, a 
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back pivoted to the seat, arms pivoted to and 
forwardly extending from said back, and an 
gular supporting pieces pivoted at their up 
per ends to the ends of such arms, at their 
lower ends to the front of the seat, and mid 
way to the supporting frame, and hangers 
supporting the rear of the seat from the rigid 
frame of said seat below the points of connec 
tion between the rigid frame and the hang 
ers and supports said supporting pieces and 
hangers downwardly diverging from their 
joint-s of support on the frame, Whereby when 
the back is inclined, the angle between the 
seat and back is increased, and the seat is for 
wardly moved and elevated at its front end. 

2. In a railway car chair the combination 
of a supporting frame with a seat, hangers 
pivotally connected above to the supporting 
frame and below to the seat, one at the front 
and the other at the rear on each side, said 
hangers independent of each other and sepa 
rated at their upper ends and diverging down 
Wardly from each other, the forward hangers 
being angular and extending upwardly from 
their pivoted connection With the supporting 
frame, to a pivoted connection with the arm 
of the chair. 

3. In a railway car chair the combination 
of a supporting frame with a seat, hangers 
pivotally connected above to the supporting 
frame and below to the seat, one at the front 
and the other at the rear, on each side, said 
hangers independent of each other and sepa 
rated at their upper ends, and divergingdown 
wardly from each other the forward hangers 
being angular and extending upwardly from 
their pivotal connection with the supporting 
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frame, a pivoted or hinged back and chair ' 
arms pivotally connected at the forward ends 
with such upwardly projecting forward hang 
ers and also with the back. 

EDWIN PYNCHON. 
l/Vitnesses: 

FRANcIs W. PARKER, 
OELESTE P. CHAPMAN. 
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